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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ve spent some time with your teams discussing the requirements your program will have on participants for treatment and supervision, but what about the requirements of the court?  In some cases these may overlap, but in some cases, the court may have independent requirements on the participants.  What are some examples of requirements from the court’s perspective?  (Presenter may write these on a flipchart.)  How about the timeframe of some of these requirements.  Will the court have a raised level of expectation of the participant who is two months from graduating that the participant who only last week entered the program?  Let’s talk about some of these issues.
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Why have Phases?

Structure

Recovery Process

Incremental Progress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have the model chosen for your program—or you’ve decided that with your broad target population you will incorporate several models, you must also decide what the structure of the program will be.  Will your program have levels, or a time line, or phases, which are typical of many drug courts in the country?  Whatever structure you decide upon, keep in mind that there are important reasons for this framework.  Perhaps most importantly, it gives the participants visible steps to measure success.  Drug courts tend to be long, rigorous programs, lasting one to two years.  Giving the program structure gives the participant bite size pieces to tear off and digest.  It also allows the team to measure—somewhat objectively—how well the participant is progressing through the program requirements.  You may decide, for example, that with high-risk/high-need participants, that these individuals will not be required to obtain a job in the first phase of the program, although employment will eventually be a requirement.
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Types of Phases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Treatment is going to be based upon the clinical assessments clients receive upon entry into the program.  Therefore, based upon the level of care identified by the clinical assessments, each client will be assigned to the appropriate level of care within a treatment agency.  Each treatment provider’s program will have it’s own phase structure for their various interventions.  The treatment phases from the clinical provider does not have to match the court phases. It is important for the treatment provider at the staffings to inform the team of the clients progress and compliance with their respective clinical treatment plans.Court phases are requirements that everyone entering the program should be able to accomplish. This is why assessment of risk and need is critical prior to program entry. Your phase system should be tailored for each risk and need level entering your program.  Phases provide structure for the clients and allow the program to provide them with gradual steps to achieve behavioral change.  



Court Requirements

• Comply with Treatment
• Comply with Supervision
• 12 Step / Support 

Meetings
• Community Service
• Employment
• Program Fees/Court 

Costs
• Phase Advancement
• Alumni/Continuing Care

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will your program require all of these?  Several you have already mentioned.  How about education?  Will your program require the participants who are able to attain a high school diploma or GED?  At what point in the program will this be a requirement?  Are the resources available for participants to access, for example, GED prep classes or study aids.  How about an alumni group?  If you’re considering establishing an alumni group, when should you start to plan?  What if you don’t expect your first graduate for 18 months?  When the court is imposing requirements on the defendants, one thing to think about is why are we imposing this additional requirement?  With alumni groups, for example, why might they be beneficial?  (Presenter may want to throw such a question out to the group.)  If we recognize that even for the most stellar participants in drug court, graduation is only the beginning of a long process of maintaining recovery, can alumni groups help in this process?  To encourage participation, does the court have any method of coercion over the participant after graduation?  If not, can you engage the participants in the process before graduation?  If the alumni group meets once a month, can you require participants in phase three to attend the alumni group, and perhaps report on what they personally got out of it (without divulging anyone else’s confidential information.)  You may decide that since you require 4 self-help groups per week in the final phase, including a stable sponsor and an established home group, that an alumni group in unnecessary.  Remember, drug courts are built to fit the needs of the communities they serve, so yours will not be a cookie cutter of someone else’s.  But, at the same time, consider what other programs have done that they consider successful.  Take what you can use, and leave the rest.



Court Requirements
• Court Appearances
• Drug Tests
• Clean Time
• Curfew
• Ancillary Services
• Case Management
• Educational/Vocational 

Training/GED
• Drug-Free/Pro-Social 

Activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many appearances are participants going to be required to make before the judge?  Will it differ according to how long the person has been in the program, and how well they are progressing?  How about timeliness?  Not only to court and to appointments with probation, but also to treatment.  Treatment providers, will it disrupt your groups if participants report 15 minutes late, 30 minutes late, an hour late?  Would it assist in empowering treatment if the court required on time attendance at treatment?  Are you going to require participants to remain crime free?  What does that mean, prosecutors?  If you recognize that people in recovery may relapse and test positive during treatment, how will you treat an arrest for possession?  Obviously, if someone tests positive, he was in possession, but politically, the arrest may make a difference in your jurisdiction.  Will participants have to establish a certain amount of clean time before phase movement or graduation?  How much?  Will it make a difference what your target population is?  Will a curfew help?  Can you enforce it?  What purpose will it serve?How about ancillary services?  Will the court require that participants access available services recommended by treatment, that may not fall beneath the umbrella of that agency?  For example, parenting classes.  How about community outreach?  There are drug courts that require community service, not as a sanction, but as a general requirement of the program.  Participants adopt community programs, clean ball fields, roadsides, etc.  How about other, drug free, pro-social activities, in addition to self help meetings?  Some drug courts encourage or require participants in later stages of the program to plan monthly or quarterly pro-social activities for all drug court members.  The team even participates.  Whether these be bowling night or cookouts, might that also be required?  Again, what purpose would it serve?
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Sample Phases
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Practical Application
High Risk Low Risk

High 
Need
(severe 
SUD)

Status calendar
 Treatment
 Pro-social/adaptive habilitation
 Abstinence is distal
 Positive reinforcement
 Self-help/alumni groups
 18-24 mos. (~200 hrs.)

 Status calendar (until stable)
 Treatment (separate milieu)
 Adaptive habilitation
 Abstinence is distal
 Positive reinforcement 
Self-help/alumni groups
 12-18 mos. (~150 hrs.)     

Low
Need 
(mild 
SUD)

 Status calendar
 Pro-social habilitation
 Abstinence is proximal
 Negative reinforcement
 12-18 mos. (~100 hrs.)

Noncompliance calendar
 Psycho-education 
 Abstinence is proximal
 Individual/stratified groups
 3-6 mos. (~ 12-26 hrs.)
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• Court weekly
• Comply with treatment 
• Comply with supervision
• Develop case plan
• Weekly office visit 
• Monthly Home visits
• Weekly random drug testing (minimum of 2)
• Address housing
• Obtain medical assessment
• Change people, places and things
• Curfew 9 pm
In order to advance:

Regular attendance at treatment, office visits, being honest
Clean time minimum of 14  consecutive days

Phase I
Acute Stabilization (60 days)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are building a relationship with the participant.  Discuss with the teams that this phase is all about getting the participant to engaged in the program with an emphasis on treatment. You should anticipate 85% of regular engagement.  We should encourage the participants to engage with the mentors that are assigned with them.  For high risk/high need participants many courts will opt to bring the participants weekly in Phase I.  This is a common practice.  The best practice research results show that seeing participants every two weeks in the first phase is related to significantly better outcomes compared with programs that see participants monthly or less often, weekly court appearances do not appear to have significant additional benefit. Overall, what is important is assessing the risk and need level of participants and determining the appropriate level of court supervision needed at the time of entry (Marlowe et al., 2006). Perhaps for very high-risk and high-need participants, weekly court appearances might be appropriate, while participants that are more in the middle of the risk/need range might perform adequately with less frequentSupervision.
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• Court bi-weekly
• Comply with treatment and supervision

• Review case plan
• Weekly office visit 
• Monthly Home visits
• Weekly random drug testing (minimum of 2)
• Change people, places and things
• Maintain housing
• Address medical

• End of the phase begin to focus on Peer Support 
Groups(e.g., 12 step groups)

• Maintain housing
• Addressing financial (budget assessment)
• Curfew 10 pm

Phase 2
Clinical Stabilization (90 days)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Things we should be getting from Treatment Stabilization tools for cravings and withdrawalsStabilization tools to address flashbacks and other mental health/trauma related symptomsTreatment to assess if clients are clinical stableContinued attendance
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In order to advance:
Compliance with treatment, 
Compliance with supervision
Clean time minimum of 30 consecutive days

Phase 2
Clinical Stabilization (90 days)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Things we should be getting from Treatment Stabilization tools for cravings and withdrawalsStabilization tools to address flashbacks and other mental health/trauma related symptomsTreatment to assess if clients are clinical stableContinued attendance
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• Court monthly
• Comply with treatment  and supervision
• Review case plan
• Change people, places and things
• Maintain housing
• Address medical

• Bi-weekly office visit 
• Monthly Home visits
• Weekly random drug testing (minimum of 2)

• Begin Criminal Thinking 
• Establish sober network
• Establish pro-social activity
• Curfew 11 pm

Phase 3
Pro-Social Habilitation  (90 days)



Phase 3
Pro-social Habilitation  (90 days)

In order to advance:
 Compliance with 

treatment
 Compliance with 

supervision
 Began pro-social activity
 Began sober support 

network
 Clean time minimum of 

45 consecutive days
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• Court monthly
• Comply with treatment and supervision
• Review case plan
• Change people, places and things
• Maintain housing
• Address medical
• Bi-weekly office visit 
• Monthly home visits
• Weekly random drug testing (minimum of 2)
• Maintain Sober Network
• Maintain Pro-social Activity

• Curfew 12 am
• As need based upon assessment:

– Job Training
– Parenting/Family Support
– Vocational Training

Phase 4
Adaptive Habilitation   (90 days)
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In order to advance:
Compliance with treatment, 
Compliance with supervision
Maintain sober support network
Maintain pro-social activity
Began/maintain other areas (employment, etc.)
Clean time minimum of 60 consecutive days

Phase 4
Adaptive Habilitation   (90 days)
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• Court monthly
• Comply with treatment and supervision
• Review case plan
• Change people, places and things
• Maintain housing
• Address medical
• Monthly office visit 
• Monthly home visits

• Random drug testing 
• Development of continuing care plan
• Maintain Pro-Social Activity
• Maintain Sober Network
• Maintain as need based upon assessment:

– Job Training
– Parenting/Family Support
– Vocational Training

Phase 5
Continuing Care  (90 days)
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In order to commence:
• Compliance with treatment
• Compliance with supervision
• Maintain Pro-Social Activity
• Maintain Sober Network
• Maintain as need based upon assessment:

– Job Training
– Parenting/Family Support
– Vocational Training
Clean time minimum of 90 consecutive days

Phase 5
Continuing Care  (90 days)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
!
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Date/Day Time Activity – Goal Initials

Monday 06:00 am Take prescription meds with breakfast

Monday 08:00 am Obtain picture I.D.

Monday 2 – 4 pm Attend Thinking for Change Group

Tuesday 1 – 4 pm Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) Group

Wed. 1 – 4 pm Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) Group

Thursday 1 – 4 pm Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) Group

Friday 1 – 2 pm Individual Session

Sample Weekly Sheet
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Considerations

Population Accountability Resources

Culture Challenges
Realistic &

Recovery Focus 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we’ve been discussing potential requirements, and this list is far from exhaustive, we’ve mentioned considerations to take into account.  What is the target population you’re serving?  Will the specifics of a requirement for employment or education differ with a target population of functioning marijuana abusers/addicts as opposed to a target population of 15 year homeless heroin addicts?  What purpose does the requirement serve, and does the community and court have the resources necessary to   monitor and enforce the requirement?  Will someone who is still in active use, constantly relapsing, be required to perform certain functions, such as get full employment?  How about individuals with a mental health diagnosis?  Does your steering committee and/or team reflect or are knowledgeable of the cultural profiles coming into your program, and are they looking at the requirements to be sure they are culturally competent?  What about participants with physical and mental challenges?  Will there be public service venues available (or alternatives in place) for the physically challenged participant?
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Client Handbook/Contract

Simple

CultureBrief

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you discuss all of these potential requirements, keep in mind that your program will be very different from many others you’ve seen, while being quite similar to others.  Regardless of how many or how few additional requirements the court imposes, you will have a list of treatment, supervision, and court requirements for the participants to follow.  Have you considered consolidating these into a handbook for the incoming participants.  In a form that is simple and easy to follow—a format that is also culturally competent—for example, takes into consideration that English is not the first language of 40% of your participants.  Keep in mind that we all recognize the population of folks we’re dealing with may have one focus for the last several years, and we are now requiring them to shift that focus.  Will a simple, straightforward outline assist them in this endeavor?  And can it assist the court, if you review the handbook with the participant, he or she initials that they understand, and then acts surprised three weeks later when he is challenged about failing to keep a requirement?  Handbooks, along with paperwork outlining participant expectations, can assist the participant as well as the team.
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